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Issue #2

Curated by Elle H. Feigin

Training Intern, Day One

In collaboration with Day One,

Luvving is a positive and safe space

where folks can get creative around

the topic of love in all of its forms.

With the outbreak of COVID-19,

many people have felt lost, isolated

and powerless. Luvving from Afar

hopes to provide a platform for

people to use this time to explore

self care, support their community,

and spread their love. 
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Untitled Assortment of Sketches

Izzy Greenberg
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I have been quarantining

with my little brother whom

prior to this I haven’t seen for

about 3 years, so the

quarantine strangely has

given us plenty of time to

bond again. We have done

art crafts like the canvas that

are shown in the collage,

dyed our hair matching,

watched shows, movies, etc.

I’ve been so happy to be with

him since all our family lives

abroad in Ecuador and he is

the only family I have here in

New York. We send our love

to everyone doing

quarantine alone or away

from their loved ones as it’s

tremendously hard, anxiety

ridden and scary, but love

and faith has kept us going.

William & Nicole Villacís

Nicole Villacís, 24, (she/her/hers), Bronx, NY

(In the picture: William Villacís, 14, (he/him/his), Bronx, NY)
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I hate how we have danced around my body, leaving it scuffed and dull as if our

shoes were made of nails 

I hate that the scattered sorrys partnered with excuses and strung together by

heartstrings you wrapped around me 6 months too late was all it took for me to fall

back into a two-step

I hate how every word I have ever used to describe myself is foreign to me the

second you half-heartedly undress me with your eyes 

I hate making excuses for you and I hate bashing you, feeling the knife slash

through you and right into me,  as if my body is plastered to yours

I hate how bad I know you are yet how many times the word but escapes my mouth

when you’re involved

I hate how a deep breath of your serpentine skin acts as a drink me potion,

shrinking me to a size that coils neatly around your finger

I hate that I laugh at your jokes when they’re not funny, the thousands of tacit words

pouring out of my throat as I throw my head back

I hate that I would love to love you if I wasn't supposed to hate you 

I hate that I agree to a sleepless night simply for some sugar-coated attention, the

kind that turns sour in your mouth by the morning

I hate that I want you to think I hate you

And still want you to be endlessly in love with me. 

I hate that I embody my mother’s exact fears about having a daughter, the ones she

rid of with female authors and birds and bees before I knew the difference

between them

I hate that I let you pit my bodies against each other, making me clench my jaw as

my voice hurls itself at the back of my teeth, shattering them to a million pieces

I hate how helplessly I look up at you, begging to be put back together 

But most of all I hate that I’m surprised every time you walk right through me and

crush my body to a fine dust, like you haven’t countless times before

The Opposite of Love is Indifference
Jo Lawson, 17, (she/her/hers), NY, NY
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Untitled Photo Series

Delfina Roybal
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11:11 I just made a wish
Your love I hope your saving it
For me you're my favorite
I am not ashamed of it I'll tell you
everything
I can't wait to go to sleep so I can
see you in my dreams.
Hide your feelings underneath I
know you want me in between
When I pop up on your screen
inside you wanna scream
Screenshot my story then tell me
how you adore me
Late night talks got us seeing
early mornings
Say you're last man was boring
I'm always making you laugh
I know I'm not your first but I'll
always give you my last
Searching for the 1 like draft night
Dodging all the bad vibes
Moving with the positive
I know you got a lot to give
I just take it all
Bare your soul
Take it off
See you soon









Within self maybe, but not within two,

and not outside two or five thousand...

Whatever.

Meters don't measure it, 

but for now they'll do.

For now they have to. 

 

They can't count butterflies

or quantify kisses

or weigh hugging bodies,

fill a room with anything,

hang out till sunlight dies,

or draw together locking eyes.

 

A lot of nothing is a lot to do,

over thick time passing slowly,

patient, impartial.

Meters can't measure it,

but for now they'll do.

For now they have to. 

Measuring Compassion

Iarla Scaife
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My momma she just

She just picked me up another time.

 

Try not to feel the

Feel the dust that keeps me stuck to the floor.

 

Don’t wanna see the

See the rest of this moment as an attempt for

respite.

 

Know the procedure

The procedure been the same since I broke off.

 

Never leave them

Leave them with a piece to think and then choke on.

 

Hit the road

The road don’t have a need for answer

Out of Your Hair
Aedan Hunter
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Untitled Collages
Simon Jewett, (he/him/his), Brooklyn, NY
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Emerge, Oil on wood, 2x3ft

'Squirrel', 31, San Francisco, CA

Dad & Bam
Anonymous
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Quarantine Daydreamer &

Post-Quarantine Smoke

Siena Froment, 19,

(she/her/hers), Clinton Hill, NY
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I can tell you that I’ve tried to keep this all inside

And I can tell you that I’ve tried to keep us both together

But sometimes trying isn’t good enough 

And sometimes lying’s the only truth

I can tell you that I’ve tried to keep us from moving on

And I can tell you that I’ve tried to love you though you’re far away, away, away

But sometimes trying isn’t good enough 

And sometimes lying’s the only truth

So let’s pretend like nothing happened and let’s pretend nothing’s changed

Let’s pretend we’re still happy and let’s pretend that we’re not afraid

But we were afraid

But sometimes trying isn’t good enough 

And sometimes lying’s the only truth

I can tell you that I wished you didn’t have to go

And I can tell you that I tried to never forget your voice

Or the way you said “I love you”

I'm Trying (Sometimes)
Lavendar Gonzalez, 18, (they/them/theirs, & he/him/his), Brooklyn, NY
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If we were to look at everyone we come in contact with through the eyes of

compassion and non-judgement, how would things change for us?   

 

There is no way to truly know what another person has been through and how it

may have affected them.   

 

I will express my views and opinions, and someone else may have different ones

(what?? How dare they!) 

 

  Everyone has a different set of archives...the experiences they went through,

people that have influenced them, challenges they have pulled themselves out of

and accomplishments they celebrated all are beautiful parts of what makes them

who they are.  

 

As we interact with and express ourselves to others today, I invite you all to open

yourselves up more to non-judgement, non-reactivity, not leading through

assumption, but compassion and patience.  

Untitled Reminder
Jessica Taylor, 34, Denver, CO
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I feel for you my daughter

who lost your moment to shine

 

I feel for you my daughter

your accomplishments divine

 

I feel for you my daughter 

who put your love on hold

 

I feel for you my daughter

your day will come you’re told

 

But will it feel the same?

Surely I think not. 

 

The lesson learned is a hard one

this virus doesn’t stop

 

I feel for you my daughter

so much uncertainty to bear

 

I feel for you my daughter

your future bundled with care

 

But know that I’ll be here for you

thru all the aches and stumbles

 

I’ll hold you close from near or far

my love for you surely humbles

 

Anything that would derail your life

I will fight for you tooth and nail

 

As long as I’m alive -My Love 

together we will prevail

I Feel for You
Lawson Harris, 53, (she/her/hers) 
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"We may encounter many defeats
but we must not be defeated."

M A Y A  A N G E L O U

Luvving and Day One would

like to remind everyone that

you are not alone. Day One is

still providing direct services,

which include counseling and

case management support. 

Website: dayoneny.org

Helpline: 800.214.4150

Text: 646.535.DAY1
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Thank you to everyone

who submitted! 
Stay tuned for further projects.
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